Accelerate IT Operations
with CloudIQ – AIOps for Intelligent Infrastructure Insights.

CloudIQ combines human and machine intelligence to simplify and accelerate operations in increasingly complex IT environments.

Reduce Risk
Proactive Health & Cybersecurity Monitoring
Consolidates scores for monitoring actions. Notifications with recommendations speed time-to-resolution.

Performance Impact Analysis & Anomaly Detection
Machine learning for identifying abnormal performance. Time-series correlation and visualization for incidents that impact IT.

Workload Contention Identification
Isolates performance latency spikes and other issues causing workload contention. Highlights components in the data path for IT issues.

Plan Ahead
Short-term Capacity Full Prediction
Machine learning-based on seasonality predicts consumption and adjusts over time. Predicts three months ahead.

Longer-term Capacity Extends capacity prediction in increments from three months to four, six, or nine.

Capacity Anomaly Detection
Identifies threats of imminent full capacity and ensures availability of cloud-based data-unavailability due to cloud interruptions.

Improve Productivity
Breadth of Coverage
Single, secure portal for proactively monitoring servers, storage, data protection, networks, and public clouds—provides wide-reaching visibility.

Communication & Collaboration
Proactive notifications with recommendations, customizable reports for scheduling/distributing and shareable dashboards that improve productivity.

Integration for Automated Workflow
REST API and Webhook send notifications and data to 3rd party tools to accelerate IT, DevOps and business outcomes.

AIOps across your IT Environment

CloudIQ comes with Dell ProSupport and ProSupport Plus Services at no additional cost. For demos, data sheets and white papers visit: www.DellTechnologies.com/CloudIQ

“CloudIQ is changing the infrastructure management game, combining the right level of telemetry with machine learning and APIs to provide actionable insights and integrated automation to accelerate IT.”
Scott Sinclair, Senior Analyst, Enterprise Strategy Group

“With 16 hours saved per week, CloudIQ helps improve productivity, and real estate is open again. We’re happy to have our office and our teams back.”
Darrel Schueneman, Manager, Cloud Operations, Plex Systems

“CloudIQ speeds time-to-resolution of performance, capacity, availability and other issues by 2X to 10X, and saves IT one workday (9 hours) per week on average.”
CloudIQ User Survey

CloudIQ
– proactive monitoring, machine learning and predictive analytics for Dell Technologies server, storage, data protection and network infrastructure.

CloudIQ provides monitoring, health, and recommendations for Dell Technologies server, storage, data protection, network & virtualization. View a sample.

“CloudIQ operates in the background, monitoring the performance and capacity of your environment. IT has no impact on your team.”
CloudIQ User Survey

2X to 10X faster time-to-resolution